Abstruct-In earlier publications, performance gains over Ungerboeck type trellis-coded modulation schemes were obtained by optimizing (by hand) the signal constellation. Using genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, we have found additional cases with performance gains over the Ungerboeck type schemes.
binary convolutional codes to map the channel symbols onto the trellis. The channel symbols are selected from the pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), phase shift keying (PSK), or quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal constellations that are also used for uncoded modulation. In [4] and [SI, however, it was shown that a gain over the Ungerboeck type TCM schemes can be obtained, in several cases, by optimizing the signal constellation. The optimization of the signal constellation was carried out by hand and only for small trellises (up to 16 states). Here, we report on additional cases in which there is an asymptotic performance gain over the Ungerboeck type TCM schemes, which we obtained by an automatic optimization method based on genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. We applied those techniques, because, contrary to traditional optimization methods, they continue to search for a better solution, after a locally optimal solution has been found. Therefore, in the presence of many local optima, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing often produce better solutions than the traditional methods, although there is no guarantee that the global optimum is found. More information about simulated annealing and genetic algorithms can be found in [6] and [7] , respectively. The convolutional codes and signal constellations are simultaneously optimized, Le., a full search of the parity check polynomials is performed and for each individual code the signal constellation is optimized.
The figure of merit for a TCM scheme, in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), is the normalized squared minimum distance, pLin, given by [5] and [XI where dfree is the minimum Euclidean distance occurring between any two sequences of constellation points, R is the rate (in bits per dimension) and S is the signal energy (per dimension). To compute d:ree, we used the algorithm proposed in [9]; a new algorithm was recently proposed in [lo] . Ideally, the optimization would also include other parameters that are important for the performance of the TCM scheme, such as the number of nearest neighbors or the distance spectrum (see, e.g., [lo] ). Because of the associated additional complexity (CPU-time), however, this is not feasible, in our case.
Sections 11-IV report on optimized PAM, PSK, and QAMconstellation-based TCM schemes, respectively. Section V concludes the paper.
PAM CONSTELLATIONS
For transmitting at rate R = 1 , 2 , . . . , using PAM signal points and a rate 1/2 convolutional code, there are four different sets of signal points, A, -A, B , and -B where A = {ul)...,a2R-l}, B = {b1,...,b2~-1}, and -A and -B, respectively denote the sets {--al,. . . , -a2~-1} and Given u l , u 2 = a1 -( i -1)s and bi = a; -6/2, for
1 5 i 5 2R-1, the normalization of
The constellation (the same as proposed in [4] and [5] ) is, thus, specified by a single parameter, al.
The optimized convolutional codes and constellation parameters a1 and 6 [the latter added for the reader's convenience, since it can be computed from (3)], as well as the resulting pLin (in dB) and the corresponding pLin for the Ungerboeck type TCM schemes, have been listed in Table I For the equally spaced constellation, 4 = 7r/4.
The optimized convolutional codes and constellation parameter 4/2 as well as the resulting pLin (in dB) and the corresponding p:rlin for the Ungerboeck type TCM schemes, have been listed in Table I1 for R = 1.
To further facilitate the comparison between the newly found and the Ungerboeck type TCM schemes, the diree values have been listed as well. The mapping function is f(,z2z1z0) = (000,001, 010,011,100,101, 110,111) + Whereas, there is no gain for eight states, there is a small ( A , -A, B , -B 
; C, -C, D ; -D).
increasing gain for 16, 32, and 64 states. (1,0,0,1,1) is written as ho = 23. By definition, h: = h: = 1 and hi = h; = 0. In all cases, the mapping function is f(zlzo) = (00,01,10,11) + ( A , -B, B , -A) , where z1 and zo are the output bits of the encoder, acted upon by h1 and ho, respectively.
It can be observed from Table I that, generally, as the rate and complexity (Le., the number of states) increase, the gains of the optimized TCM schemes over those based on the traditional equally spaced signal constellations slowly decrease. It can also be observed from Table I that there is no gain for 128 states, for R > 1; the code and signal constellation found are exactly those of [3] .
IV. QAM CONSTELLATIONS
For transmitting at R = 1, using a rate 2/3 convolutional code, a QAM signal constellation may outperform a PSK constellation. Although this is not the case for the Ungerboeck type schemes, for which the eight-PSK constellation outperforms the eight-QAM constellation, we have found eightand 16-state TCM schemes with an optimized eight-QAM constellation that results in a performance gain over the equally or nonequally spaced eight-PSK constellations.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the eight signal points, A , -A , B , -B , C , -C , D ; and -D , are and a, to be optimized, with /3 = d2 -A2 -p2 -cu2.
The optimized convolutional codes and constellation parameters as well as the resulting pkin (in dB) and the corresponding p: i n for the Ungerboeck type PSK-constellation-based TCM schemes, are listed in Table 111 
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented additional TCM schemes, based on nonequally spaced signal constellations, that have a larger squared minimum distance than the Ungerboeck type TCM schemes based on equally spaced signal constellations.
